Chapter 3300
What?
This is the son-in-law of the Dumen family?
Hearing Leni's words, Moloch and the surrounding assassins were all startled, and
at the same time there was a sparkle in their eyes.
Darryl's eyes were cold, and he locked on Leni tightly: "Did you kill DuMen?"
"Yes!"
Leni said blankly and coldly: "The employer not only wants DuMen's life, but also
yours."
Huh!
Hearing the answer, Darryl's eyes were blood-red, and he said word by word: "Very
well, tell me who the employer is!"
"Haha!"
Leni couldn't help but sneer: "A little door-to-door son-in-law, also speaks
aloud, since You came it to the door, you clearly don't want to leave alive!" The
voice fell, and a scimitar was in Leni's hand, and then the Holy Power burst out,
coming straight towards Darryl!
Hum!
I saw that where Leni's figure passed, the air in the entire hall was stagnant.
Seeing Leni attacking, Darryl's anger in his heart rushed upwards: "Okay, very
good, you killed an unarmed old man, you die for me, die!"
"Roar!" The
voice fell, Darryl's wrist Fliped, a group of white flames, tumbling and jumping
in the air, and finally transformed into the shape of a lotus!
It is White lily cold fire!
In an instant, the temperature of the entire hall rose rapidly, and the air was
about to burn!
Um?
Feeling the scorching temperature, Leni's face changed and he had a bad feeling.
In this world, there are still white flames?
Leni at this moment did not know that Darryl's White lily cold flames was brought
from another world, and its power was terrifying.

"Huh!"
Just when Leni was secretly surprised, Darryl didn't talk nonsense, and with a
wave of his hand, White lily cold flames floated directly towards Leni!
"Ah..."
White lily's cold fire was erratic and fast, and he had no time to react. In the
blink of an eye, he was overwhelmed by White lily's cold fire, and the whole
person let out a scream, and then he was completely burnt. , Leaving no trace...
ashes.
hiss!
Seeing this scene, whether it was Moloch or the assassins around, they were all
dumbfounded. One by one was frightened inexplicably.
This...This Leni is the Palace of All Beings's most powerful killer, but in front
of this door-to-door son-in-law, there is no resistance at all, so he died?
Also, what exactly is that white flame?
How did he do it?
Huh!
At this time, Darryl stared at Moloch closely, and his cold voice spread
throughout the audience: "You are the leader of the Hall of All Beings, I ask
you, who is the employer? Otherwise, I will step down here and soak in bloodbath,
your Hall of All Beings. !"
Hearing this, Moloch was furious and pointed at Darryl and shouted: "Kill him,
kill him..." When he shouted the last sentence, Moloch almost roared.
Leni was his most valued subordinate, but he died tragically at the hands of this
door-to-door son-in-law.
Moreover, this door-to-door son-in-law also threatened to step over the hall of
sentient beings, which is simply the biggest humiliation to himself.
It's hard to get rid of his hatred if you don't take him off.
Whoosh whoosh... the
voice fell, a dozen elite assassins around, burst out
their weapons, and rushing towards Darryl!

holy power, clenching

These elite assassins were carefully trained by Moloch, each of them , not weak,
and the lowest is the Saint King realm. At this time, they broke out together,
with amazing aura.
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However, Darryl looked cold and didn't pay attention to it at all.
"Today I will take your lives to pay tribute to the dead soul of Old Man Dumen.
If you die, you will die for me!"
"Blood battle eight directions!"
A frantic roar came from Darryl's mouth. The moment the voice fell, Heavenly
halberd. Summoned, a blood-red light swept out, welcoming more than a dozen elite
killers.
"Ah!" A dozen elite assassins were instantly shrouded in bloody light, screaming
constantly, blood spraying, and finally one by one fell from the air and fell
into a pool of blood.
For a time, only Moloch was left in the entire hall!
hiss!
Seeing the scene in front of him, Moloch couldn't help taking a breath, and his
whole body was completely shocked.
This door-to-door son-in-law, what is the origin, the strength is so terrifying!
At this time, Darryl held Heavenly halberd tightly, his eyes locked on Moloch,
and his tone seemed to come from hell: "It's your turn. Tell me who the employer
is, I'll give you a happy ending!"
"Ha Haha..."
Feeling Darryl's cold arrogance, Moloch smiled back and said, "Okay, very good.
Since I established the Hall of All Beings, no one has dared to talk to me like
this. You are the first one, you want My life, I'm afraid ju don't have this
ability yet!" The
voice fell, and Moloch exploded with holy power!
Hum!
In an instant, Darryl clearly felt that a terrifying aura burst out of Moloch's
body, instantly filling the entire hall!
Fuck!!
Darryl's expression changed, staring at Moloch closely, secretly shocked.
This Moloch turned out to be the strength of the Holy Emperor.
After staying in the Roland Continent for nearly two months, Darryl clearly knew
that the cultivation strength of this world was divided into five realms, namely,
Saint Master, Saint King, Saint Marshal, Saint Emperor, and Saint God.
In Darryl's cognition, the one who can reach the Holy Marshal is already quite
remarkable. After all, in the Star Principality before, the royal knight Wick was

in the realm of the Holy Marshal.
And Moloch in front of him turned out to be the Holy Emperor!
"Kacha!"
Just when Darryl was secretly shocked, he saw Moloch raised his hand with a wave,
and a pitch-black scepter appeared in his hand.
This black scepter seems to be made of special metal, with a white skeleton on
the top, which looks very evil.
Seeing Moloch's black scepter, Darryl's eyes flickered, his expression
disdainful.
He owns Heavenly halberd, and none of the weapons in this Roland Continent are in
sight.
Hum!
Moloch didn't talk nonsense, after summoning the black scepter, he rushed towards
Darryl directly.
Bang bang bang!
Darryl did not hesitate, his figure flashed, and he rushed forward, and in the
blink of an eye, he fought fiercely with Moloch!
I saw that the figures of the two were constantly moving back and forth in the
hall. At the beginning, Moloch was very confident, but gradually he realized that
the son-in-law in front of him clearly did not have a trace of holy power, but
his whole body was filled with horror. His breath almost made him breathless.
A few minutes later, Moloch was completely anxious and roared: "Good boy, it
seems that I really underestimate the enemy, but you are definitely not my
opponent!"
Om!
When the voice fell, Moloch raised his hand fiercely and raised the scepter high.
In a moment, a sinister power came from his body madly. Immediately afterwards, a
black mist filled the whole hall.
In the black mist, Moloch looked terrifying, like a ghost.
Um?
Seeing this scene, Darryl's expression changed, and while shocked in his heart,
he was also extremely puzzled.
A familiar evil force.
Darryl clearly remembered that before in the mainland of World Universe, when
Lord Kenny and Jake were controlled by the King of the Dead of the ghost world,

they practiced Yin and Evil exercises one by one, and the breath that erupted was
almost the same as the one in front of him.
But... this is the continent of Roland, another world, how could this guy in
front of me have the power?
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"Boy, go to hell!"
Just when Darryl was secretly surprised, Moloch howled, clutching the black
scepter, like a ghost, came straight towards Darryl.
Under the blessing of the evil aura, Moloch's speed was almost twice as fast as
before.
In the blink of an eye, Moloch arrived in front of Darryl.
What a fast speed.
Darryl was taken aback, before he could dodge, he had to put Heavenly halberd in
front of him.
boom!
At this moment, the black scepter and Heavenly halberd collided fiercely, and
Darryl clearly felt that a powerful force burst out, and the whole person
trembled and was directly shaken back more than ten meters.
Fuck!!
Darryl quickly stabilized his figure, staring at Moloch closely, furious.
This guy has exploded with Yin's power, and his strength has been doubled.
Fortunately, he has internal strength to protect his body. Otherwise, he will be
immortal and disabled.
"Hahaha..."
At this time, Moloch was indescribably proud, and there was a bit of contempt in
his eyes: "With this strength, you still want to kill me? If you don't shame you
today, I will. Moloch."
Moloch's eyes were full of madness when he said this.
In Moloch's heart, the door-to-door son-in-law in front of him, although he had
just killed Leni and a dozen elite men, was very strong, but he was not his
opponent.
"Really?"
Feeling Moloch's arrogance, Darryl smiled lightly and said lightly: "You are

indeed very strong, but I tell you, what you saw just now is not my real
strength!"
Om!
When the voice fell, Darryl slowly raised his right hand, and he saw a pure black
bead slowly emerging.
It is Chaotic Yang bead.
Chaotic Yang bead is an innate treasure before the world is divided, and it
restrains all evils.
What is this?
Seeing the Chaotic Yang bead, Moloch frowned and was very puzzled. At the same
time, he also had a bad feeling in his heart.
Darryl didn't talk nonsense, directly urging the power of the Chaotic Yang bead,
and immediately merged with the white lotus, forming a white fireball, and
slammed it at Moloch.
Hum!
In an instant, the air burned up wherever the white fireball passed.
Moloch was shocked, and quickly resisted with the black scepter.
"Boom!..." The
white fireball slammed on the black scepter in an instant, and heard a powerful
roar. After that, Moloch screamed and spurted blood, and his body flew into
shock. Out, hit the hall door hard.
At the same time, the black scepter in his hand was also burned completely.
Although Moloch's evil power was terrifying, it couldn't stop it at all when
faced with a nemesis like Chaotic Yang bead.
laugh.
Darryl didn't give Moloch a chance to resist. At the moment when the white
fireball disappeared, he violently waved Heavenly halberd, and he saw a bloody
light, like lightning, coming toward Moloch!
Moloch didn't have time to dodge, this bloody light pierced his right shoulder
directly, dripping with blood, and it was terrible.
hiss!
When the pain came, Moloch couldn't help taking a breath of air, looking at
Darryl's gaze, not the cold arrogance he had before, but panic.
Who is he? The strength is so terrifying!

At this time, Moloch did not dare to continue the fight, raised his hand and
slapped it on the pillar at the door. With this palm, he used his full strength!
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Wow!
In the previous battle, the castle hall was already crumbling. At this time,
Moloch broke the pillar again, and could no longer hold it. After a loud noise,
it collapsed and dust was everywhere.
And Moloch took advantage of this opportunity, turned and ran.
When Darryl rushed out of the dust and smoke, he saw that Moloch had run out of
sight.
Fuck!!
At this moment, Darryl clenched his fists, his face was extremely ugly.
I thought that after defeating Moloch, he could ask who his employer was, but he
didn't expect that this guy was so cunning that he would collapse the castle and
then took the opportunity to escape.
But Darryl didn't get anything.
This Moloch would actually be able to understand evil technique, and it must have
something to do with Bonnie. You know, Donoghue swallowed power first, and at
that time in Kunlun, Bonnie swallowed Donoghue's power again.
After that, Bonnie, Yuri, and Darryl were involved in the vortex of chaos, and
then were teleported to the Roland Continent.
Therefore, the evil power of this Moloch must come from Bonnie.
Thinking of this, Darryl immediately returned to Pearl City to find Olena.
The Roland Continent is too big, and it is difficult to trace Moloch's
whereabouts only by himself, and can only rely on Olena's bloodhand organization.
...
At this moment, the Mcway family!
McGrady sat in the hall, his face calm, but his heart was secretly anxious.
Leni of the Hall of All Beings said that as long as Darryl returns to Pearl City,
he will be killed within half a day. But now, Darryl had returned to Pearl City
for a day, and there was no news of being assassinated.
Could it be that the assassination of the Palace of All Beings had an accident?

The more McGrady thought about it, the more anxious he became. At this time, he
didn't know that the main altar of the Hall of Living Beings had been flattened
by Darryl, Leni was killed, and the leader Moloch fled.
No, I can't wait for news!
With a whisper in his heart, McGrady called his confidant Jacka over.
Jacka, is the steward of the McGrady family and the person McGrady trusts most.
He has been very loyal to McGrady in the McWay family for more than ten years.
Entering the hall, Jacka

said respectfully: "Master, what's wrong

?"

McGrady took a deep breath and asked in a deep voice, "What's the situation with
the Dumen family now?" Jacka smiled and responded, "The Dumen. The old thing is
dead, and now the entire Dumen family is busy arranging the funeral. Why did the
young master suddenly ask this? "
Huh!
McGrady nodded silently and exhaled: "It's nothing,
Barbarian's situation these days, how about it?"

I asked you to monitor

Mentioned the Barbarian, Jaka's face instantly became dignified, and slowly said:
"I have been secretly sending people to look at it. It is strange to say that the
Barbarian has not been to Pearl City these days, nor has he robbed around. Just
yesterday, he dismissed many of my subordinates, and then left with a few
cronies! "
Leave?
Hearing this, McGrady was stunned. A big bandit, Barbarian
good man?

, turned out to be a

Could it be because of Darryl?
Thinking of the night before, being threatened by Darryl and Barbarian and
signing the shameful note, McGrady was filled with endless resentment.
In resentment, McGrady's eyes flickered, thinking of something, and asked: "Are
there any of the men who had been dismissed by the Barbarian
in Pearl City?"
Jacka thought for a while, scratching his head and said, "It seems that there is
one named Amon, who changed his status. Working in a fishing port."
McGrady nodded, with a hint of coldness at the corners of his mouth, and said
slowly: "Jacka, I will give you a task now to buy this man named Amon with money,
and I will be at Dumen's funeral. Have a good show!!"
McGrady's eyes were full of gloom when he said this.
There was no news from the Hall of All Beings for a long time, so I couldn't
count on it for the time being. Now I can only rely on myself.
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"Okay, Master, I'll do it now!"
Jackie quickly responded, and then walked out of the hall quickly.
...
On the other side.
New Moon Principality, Flying Eagle Fort!
Flying Eagle Fort, located in the southernmost part of the New Moon Principality,
surrounded by high mountains, is a border town.
The weather today is nice and sunny, and the streets of Feiying Fort are full of
pedestrians, a bustling scene.
The guards at the gate of the city gathered in twos and threes, chatting and
bragging there, very comfortable.
Shattering...
but at this moment, strange sounds came from the mountain road outside the city.
"What sound?"
"Hurry up to the tower!"
Hearing the sound, the guards who were chatting and bragging became vigilant one
by one, boarded the city gate and looked out of the city.
hiss!
At this moment, the guards present couldn't help sucking in cold air.
I saw that on the mountain road outside the city, a large army was coming
quickly, full of tens of thousands, uniform bright colored armor, the position of
the heart, embroidered with the shape of the sun, it is the elite of the
Principality of the Sun.
"This..."
"The Principality of the sun
is coming !" Seeing the situation in front of him , the guards present were all
inexplicably panicked.
Half a month ago, the Principality of New Moon attacked the Sunset City of the
Principality of Sun, and suffered a disastrous defeat. He wanted to recharge his
energy, but unexpectedly, the Principality of Sun was the first to fight.

"It's not good, the Principality of the sunis coming, get together!" In panic,
the guards of Flying Eagle Fort shouted loudly.
Wow!
Suddenly, it was the lively Feiyingbao Street. The people ran away in panic, the
shops closed one after another, and there was a sense of tension in the air.
Immediately afterwards, thousands of guard soldiers assembled quickly, and at the
same time, City Lord Harun also hurried to arrive.
Harlan is forty or so, the realm of strength holy sovereign.
At this moment, Harlan boarded the tower and looked very dignified when he saw
the situation outside the city.
I saw that the army of tens of thousands of Sundial Principality had already
arrived under the city gate, and the commanders headed by them were like a
rainbow, and it was the city lord Abel of Sunset City.
"Abel!"
Seeing Abel, Harlan couldn't hide the contempt in his eyes, and shouted: "We
attacked Sunset City before and let you get lucky. Now you dare to violate my
border. Do you think about the consequences?"
Flying Eagle The environment of the fort is complex, easy to defend and difficult
to attack. Although there are only a few thousand guards, Harlan did not pay
attention to Abel's tens of thousands of troops.
"Haha!"
Hearing these words, Abel looked up to the sky and laughed, his whole body
erupted, and he rose into the air.
In the next second, Abel stared at Harlan tightly and said coldly: "Harlan, I
know that Eagle Castle has a strong defense force, but it can't stop us. Tell
you, our New Moon Principality is favored by the Goddess of Light, united. The
mainland is God's will. If you are more acquainted, you will immediately open the
door and surrender! "
What?
Hearing this, Harun's heart was shocked. The Goddess of Light wants to help the
New Moon Principality unify the entire continent?
How can this be?
Thinking about it, Harlan couldn't help but sneered loudly: "Abel, is your
mind...what?"
Before finishing speaking, Harlan was completely stunned when he saw the scene in
front of him .

Not only that, but the many guards of the surrounding Flying Eagle Fort stayed in
place.
I saw that in the mid-air behind Abel, there was a slender figure quietly
suspended in a white dress, with exquisite features, delicate and refined
features, and an impeccable temperament permeated his body.
It is Yuri.
quiet!
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For a time, the entire Flying Eagle Fort was deadly silent.
Really...really the goddess of light.
At this moment, neither Harlan nor the guards of Flying Eagle Fort doubted Yuri's
identity, because before the New Moon Principality attacked Sunset City, it was
about to win a big victory. At that time, Yuri suddenly appeared and attacked.
Killed the commander at the time and guarded Sunset City.
This matter was spread throughout the New Moon Principality at that time.
"Harlan!"
At this moment, Abel couldn't help concealing his pride and
shouted: "Hurry up and open the city gate and surrender. Are you going against
the wishes of the Goddess of light?"
At this time, Abel was indescribably excited. .
Although this Miss Yuri is a fake Goddess of Light, she has such an extraordinary
temperament, even if the real Goddess of Light comes, it is difficult to
distinguish. With her present, the army of the Principality of the sun has
already won in terms of momentum.
Sigh!
Hearing this, Harlan reacted and took a deep breath: "You king of the Province of
the sun, but a mediocre monarch, how can you unify the entire continent, the
Goddess of Light is really confused!"
Abel's face changed: "Dare to blaspheme the light. Goddess, you are looking for
death!"
Om!
When the voice fell, Abel drew his broadsword, and the Holy Power burst out,
thinking of Harlan directly.
Harlan was not to be outdone, and fought fiercely with Abel in mid-air.
Bang Bang Bang...

I saw that the two of them were in the air, constantly shuttled to each other,
bursting out bursts of aura.
Seeing this scene, the soldiers on both sides were extremely nervous.
In a blink of an eye, more than ten minutes passed, and Abel and Harlan couldn't
help each other. Speaking of which, the two were of equal strength, and it was
difficult to tell the winner or loser in a short time.
"His Honorable Goddess of Light!" At
this time, Abel was a little anxious and shouted at Yuri: "This battle is very
important. Please also my Highness the Goddess to help!"
Seriously, I really want to explode with all my strength. If he did, Abel could
also defeat Harlan, but the price paid was too great. And Ms. Yuri is so powerful
that she might as well let her help.
More importantly, once the'Goddess of Light' shot, it became more deterrent, and
the Principality of the Sun was also considered famous this time.
Um!
Hearing the shout, Yuri bit her lip lightly and responded.
In the next second, Yuriyu raised her hand, the aura of heaven and earth quickly
condensed, and then formed a dazzling light, directly thinking of Harlan bursting
out.
To be honest, Yuri didn't want to do it herself, but since she agreed to the king
of the Principality of Sun, she couldn't take care of so much.
boom!
This dazzling light, like a flashing current star, Harlan couldn't avoid it at
all. He was directly shocked and flew several hundred meters before hitting the
street of Flying Eagle Fort. The blood was sprayed and he died on the spot.
What? !
Seeing this scene, the thousands of guards in Flying Eagle Fort trembled.
Lord Santos, just got a second move like this?
This... is this the strength of the Goddess of Light? so horrible!
At the same time, the many people hiding in the Flying Eagle Fort were completely
stupid at this time.
"Long live the goddess!"
"Long live, long live..."
At this moment, the tens of thousands of the Principality's army couldn't help

but cheered, shaking the sky.
"Soldiers of Flying Eagle Castle, and the people listen!"
At this moment, Abel flew up to the gate and shouted: "Your Highness, the Goddess
of Light, fully support the New Moon Principality. You have also seen it, don't
Defy the wishes of His Highness the Goddess, let alone make unnecessary
resistance."
Huh..
Hearing this, nearly 10,000 soldiers guarding the Flying Eagle Castle bowed their
heads one by one and gave up resistance. Then the city gate was opened.
Wow!
For a time, tens of thousands of the Principality Army was extremely excited, and
the tide flooded into the Flying Eagle Fort!
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In less than a day, the Goddess of Light helped the Principality by Sun to break
the Flying Eagle Fortress, and it spread throughout the entire Roland Continent.
In an instant, in addition to the Principality of the sun, huge pressure
enveloped the other five Mainlands.
The Goddess of Light cares so much about the Province of Sun, how can win this
fight?
...
On the other side, Pearl City.
Dumen family.
Today's weather is gloomy, just like everyone in the Dumen family feels.
Yes, Dumen's funeral was held today.
At this time, the hall of the Dumen family's manor was full of white flowers, and
hundreds of mourning guests stood around.
Dumen is a face and face in Pearl City. All major families in Pearl City attended
his funeral, and even the city lord came in person.
In front of the crystal coffin in the center of the hall, Darryl was wearing a
black long gown, quietly standing there with a filial piety belt wrapped around
his cuffs, with a sad expression on his face.
After making a noise on the main altar of the Hall of All Beings, Darryl
immediately found Olena and asked her to trace Moloch's whereabouts and at the
same time trace the mastermind behind the assassination of Blocking the Door.

However, one day passed, and Olena had no news yet.
Beside Darryl, Lolita was wearing a long black dress and her eyes were red,
arousing pity.
The surrounding guests stood there one by one, mourning at the crystal coffin,
and the atmosphere in the entire hall was unspeakably heavy.
Wow!
However, at this moment, the door of the hall was pushed open, and then several
figures walked in quickly.
The headed one looked indifferent, but his eyes flashed with pride.
It is McGrady.
Seeing McGrady, everyone present was dumbfounded.
Why is the young master of the Mcway family here? In the last wedding of Lolita
and Darryl, McGrady deliberately picked something up, and was tortured by Darryl.
After that, the Mcway family withdrew from the industrial cooperation with the
Dumen family.
It can be said that now the Mcway family and the Dumen family have nothing to do
with each other.
"Meddie!"
Finally, Lolita was the first to react, and said coldly at Maddy: "What are you
doing?"
Alas!
McGrady sighed and said pretentiously: "Lolita, although our two families are no
longer cooperating, it was considered a family friend before. Father Dumen
suddenly passed away. I am a junior and came here to attend the funeral. Is it
wrong? "
Hearing this, Lolita was speechless for a while, not knowing how to refute it.
"Participate in the funeral?" At
this moment, Darryl took a step forward and stared at McGrady coldly: "I think
you have another purpose, right?"
At this time, Darryl was holding back his anger.
Dumen's death was too suspicious. Although the employer was not found in the Hall
of Living Beings, it was not difficult for Darryl to guess that the one who hired
the assassin of the Hall of Living Beings was probably Mcgrady.

After all, during this time, McGrady suffered too much from Darryl.
"Darryl!" McGrady was displeased: "What do you mean?"
Darryl sneered and questioned McGrady, "Old man Dumen was killed by an hired
assassin, and I have found out that the assassin was exactly The Palace of All
Beings that has just risen recently, I want to ask, does this matter have
anything to do with you? "
Huh!
At this moment, the eyes of the surrounding guests all focused on McGrady.
A few days ago, the McWay family withdrew from several industries cooperating
with the Dumen family, and the whole Pearl City spread. The McWay family suffered
a big loss, and then Dumen died, which is indeed worthy of scrutiny.
Facing everyone's gaze, McGrady's eyes flickered, and then he sneered: "Darryl,
you do good things yourself, but you want to blame me, you can do it." He
said, McGrady looked around and shouted: " Everyone, when I come this time, apart
from seeing off Father Dumen, I also have to tear down this Darryl's mask. Father
Dumen was actually killed by him!"
"Wow!" The
voice fell, and the audience was in an uproar. Everyone was talking. One after
another!
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Master Dumen, was Darryl killed?
Darryl was extremely furious.
Mader, this Mcgrady actually sue the villain first?
Lolita also trembled with an angry body, and shouted at Mai Di Jiao: "Maddy,
don't talk nonsense, how could Darryl kill Grandpa?" During the
past few days, Lolita gradually understood Darryl, this man. , Acting upright, is
definitely not a despicable villain.
"Haha!"
McGrady chuckled and slowly said: "Lolita, you were deceived by him, do you
remember that you were kidnapped by Barbarian before? It was all planned by him
and Barbarian, the purpose is to make you right He had a good impression." As he
said, McGrady clapped his hands, and suddenly a man approached the hall.
The man was twenty-five and sixteen years old, with a scar on his forehead, which

looked a bit ferocious, but at this time he was conscientious and very
restrained.
It was Barbarian's former subordinate, Amon.
At this moment, everyone's eyes focused on Amon.
At the same time, Darryl was also stunned.
This person, who seems to be a subordinate of Barbarian, why did he come with
McGrady?
"Everyone, this person is the notorious Barbarian's subordinate, and he can
confirm the specific situation." McGrady said loudly, with a smirk at the corner
of his mouth.
"Not bad!" When the
voice fell, Amon pointed at Darryl and said loudly: "It's him. I heard it with my
own ears. He said to the boss of Barbarian that he wanted to control the Dumen
family, but Dumen was a stumbling block. Get rid of it!"
"Later, he conspired with the boss of Barbarian again, kidnapped Miss Lolita, and
then acted as a hero to save the beauty, so as to win Miss Lolita's trust."
" Old man Dumen died, and then acquired Miss Lolita's Trust, he will have no
worries!" When
he said this, Amon looked serious.
Wow!
Hearing these, the whole hall suddenly exploded.
Everyone's eyes focused on Darryl, shining with anger.
Haha...
Seeing this scene, McGrady's face was indifferent, but his heart was unspeakably
excited.
Half a day ago, McGrady used a lot of money to buy Amon and asked him to slander
Darryl. At this time, how was he unhappy to see that the plan went so smoothly?
"You..." At
this moment, Lolita's body trembled and turned her head to look at Darryl:
"Darryl, is this... true?"
Darryl suddenly became anxious, shook his head and said: "Don't you Listen to his
nonsense!"
At this time Darryl, the anger in his heart was rising, never expected that
McGrady would find Barbarian's subordinates and slander himself in public.

"? Nonsense,"
At this time, McGrady made his face look indignant, pointing to the mountain air
and shouted:. "You not only want to control the Truman family, but also
ambitious, beat us Mcway family's attention,"
he said, McGrady took out the written notes from his body, and directed at the
surroundings: "After Darryl and Barbarian colluded, they kidnapped me, and forced
me to write notes and asked the Mcway family to surrender the cooperation with
the Dumen family. Industry! This Amon can also testify."
"Yes!" Amon nodded: "I was there at the time, and it was Darryl and the boss of
Barbarian, who forced Master Mcway to write the agreement"
" Okay , really!" At
this moment, Darryl smiled back and glared. He said to McGrady: "Meddy, you are
really good at it. I really underestimated you, but I tell you that you can't
escape the death of Old Man Dumen."
Until then, Darryl was more certain that the hired assassin killed him.
otherwise, he would not deliberately discredit himself.
Snapped!
As soon as the voice fell, Lolita next to her suddenly raised her hand and
slapped it on Darryl's face.
"Darryl, you bastard." Lolita's body trembled, her eyes filled with hatred and
grief: "My grandfather is not enough to you, why did you do this? Why..."
shouted the last sentence At the time, Lolita was almost crazy.
Speaking of which, Lolita doesn't want to believe McGrady's words, but
Barbarian's men have come to testify, can it be fake?
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Darryl covered his face and looked at Lolita complicatedly, full of bitterness.
I thought Lolita would believe in herself, but she didn't expect that she was
also deceived by McGrady's conspiracy. After all, Lolita had no social experience
and was still too innocent.
"Damn it!"
At this moment, Pearl City City Lord Seth finally couldn't help it. He started
shooting the case and yelled at Darryl, "Oh, you Darryl, we were almost deceived
by you before, we Pearl City, the city of etiquette and civilization, has a scum
like you!"

"Asshole scum, take it directly, and open trial!"
"Yes, such a scum, death is not a pity!" In a
flash, all the guests around, Pointing to Darryl, they scolded one after another.
There was a shout of curses from everyone, and Darryl clenched his fists and
locked McGrady tightly: "Meddie, what the truth is, you know better than anyone,
do you think that turning black and white can cover up your ugly behavior?"
"I told you. You, Mr. Du Sect’s death, I must personally seek justice for him!"
At this time, Darryl was already extremely excited, recalling Du Sect’s help to
him, Darryl's heart could not stop trembling.
"Darryl!"
McGrady smiled at Darryl with a smug expression: "So far you still quibble?
Barbarian's subordinates have said everything. I think you should give up."
"Just one The little pharmacist, who became the son-in-law of the Dumen family,
is already a gift from heaven to you, but you? But you are not satisfied. Not
only did you want to occupy the Dumen family’s property, but you also colluded
with the heinous barbarians and killed the old man. , A person like you should be
struck by thunder." When
he said this, McGrady had a bitter expression on his face.
Speaking of it, McGrady was a little nervous in the face of Darryl's anger, but
thinking that there were so many people present and the city lord was also there,
he had courage again.
Huh!
Hearing this, Darryl's eyes were extremely bloody, and he walked towards McGrady
step by step!
"Stop, you...what do you want..."
Seeing Darryl walking step by step, McGrady's body trembled, suddenly panicked,
and his voice trembled.
too frightening.
The expression in Darryl's eyes was like a devil, extremely shocking.
"Slap!"
Darryl didn't talk nonsense. When he arrived, he slapped him fiercely. With this
slap, he tried his best. He heard McGrady's miserable howl, and the whole person
was slapped abruptly, flew out of the hall, and landed heavily on the ground.
"Puff!" A

mouthful of blood was spit out from McGrady's mouth. Before standing up, Darryl
walked over quickly, slapped his right hand, slap after slap.
"Papa! Papa! Papa!"
The crisp sound made everyone stunned. Unexpectedly, Darryl would dare to act on
Mcgrady in public!
At this moment, several of McGrady's men wanted to rush forward, but they could
feel the momentum on Darryl's body, and all of them were inexplicably
palpitations.
"Huh(?), do you dare to hit me? You are dead!" Mcgrady felt extremely humiliated
by Darryl's slap in the face, and howled, he wanted to get up.
However, Darryl didn't give him any chance at all!
I don't know how many slaps, Mcgrady's face was swollen like a pig's head, and
Darryl stopped now.
"I, Darryl, use my own personality to guarantee that Dumen's death has nothing to
do with me!" Darryl looked around the audience and said coldly: "Master Dumen is
not thin to me. If I hurt him, I will be destryoed! "
As for me forcing McGrady to write down the written evidence, it is true, but I
am not trying to occupy these industries, but to help the Dumen family clean up
potential threats."
"As for this Barbarian's subordinates, I have been accusing him of colluding with
the Barbarian. It's just his one-sided words, how can it become evidence?" He
said, loudly!
quiet!
At this moment, the entire Dumen family manor was silent, and everyone was
silent.
"Darryl!"
Chapter 3309
It was silent for more than ten seconds, and finally Pearl City Lord Seth walked
out slowly with a look of majesty: "Since you say you are innocent, then take the
investigation." As he
said, Seth waved. He started: "Come on, take him down for me and put him in the
guards prison! Public interrogation tomorrow."
Huh!
Hearing this, Darryl took a deep breath and nodded: "I can cooperate with the

investigation, but there is a request. This McGrady has a major suspicion. If he
is to be detained, I will also be detained."
At this time, Darryl, It was very suffocating, Huh(?), what happened today,
obviously he was slandered, but everyone present was bewitched by Mcgrady, even
the city lord believed that he was the murderer.
But no matter what, McGrady cannot be easily let go.
"Naughty!"
Seth's face changed, and he reprimanded: "Are you the city owner, or am I the
city owner? The biggest suspect in this matter is you. What is the relationship
with McGrady?" When
he said this, Seth had a serious face. , But the complex and gloomy flashes in
his eyes.
As the lord of Pearl City, Seth has a close relationship with the major families,
especially the Mcway family, who have huge exchanges of interest, so how could it
be possible to catch McGrady.
Ha ha...
Hearing this, Darryl was taken aback for a moment, and then he understood
something.
Huh(?), the city lord helped McGrady speak, and it seemed that he was in the same
position as the Mcway family. He thought he could handle it impartially. It
seemed that he was thinking too much.
At this time, a man in the crowd came out and pointed at Darryl and shouted: "A
door-to-door son-in-law, a scum who eats soft food, dare to negotiate terms with
the city lord, what do you think you are?" The
tone was mean, with contempt. It is Matsuda.
Matsuda and McGrady have a very good relationship in private. Just now Darryl
beat McGrady in public, which made Matsuda very annoyed.
Darryl sneered and said nothing!
At this moment, everyone around him also criticized Darryl loudly.
"A door-to-door son-in-law, openly attacking the young master of the Mcway
family, is really lawless."
"This kind of scum, hurry up!"
"That is, you must be fair to Old Man Dumen!"
The verbal criticism from everyone around, Darryl Stand there and don't panic at
all!

At this moment, Lolita stood there, her delicate face was full of indifference,
and her eyes flashed with grief and anger.
Like everyone else, Lolita also thought that Darryl was the most suspicious.
Seeing Darryl's refusal to plead guilty at this time, Lolita was incomparably
regretted besides being angry.
I had known this for a long time, and I would never promise Grandpa to marry this
bastard.
For a time, the atmosphere became more and more tense!
"Darryl!"
At this moment, a heroic figure walked over quickly, and it was the guard captain
Thea.
When she got to the front, Thea said to Darryl complicatedly: "You must not be
impulsive, let alone confront the city lord, first follow the city lord's words,
you can rest assured, before you are publicly interrogated, I will help you find
out the truth. "When
she said this, Thea was very anxious.
Thea is upright, and has no interest in the major families. At a glance, I can
see that the death of Dumen is full of doubts, and Darryl is obviously framed by
McGrady.
However, the city lord and the Mcway family have a very close relationship, so
they will naturally turn to McGrady. In this case, if Darryl and the city lord
work against each other, they will definitely suffer.
The relationship between Thea and Darryl is not close, but I don't know why,
seeing that Darryl is slandered, it is difficult for Thea to sit back and watch
under the drive of justice.
"Thank you, Thea."
Darryl took a deep breath, gave Thea a grateful look, and
understand your kindness. You still don't care about this
I don't care. There was no identity or status, but I have
and will never bow his head to any forces!" He said that,

slowly said: "I
matter. In this place,
always acted upright
without any doubt.

